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Mountjoy Square's 
Padralg Staunton 
went under the 
shears last week In 
a display of 
selflessness that 
would make you 
weep 
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The GAA clubs on 
DIT's Northside 
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to their brightest 
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DeNiro and Pacino 
in tbe same film, 
sometimes at .the 
same time! The 
Heat Is definitely on 
In Michael Mann's 
new, .film· 
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It was a casting 
genuls who suggested 
Keanue Reeves for a 
film involving brain 
draining and data 
1m pants. Yep, he is 
Johnny Mnemonic 
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DITSU Gears Up for 
Biggest Ever ·Rag Week 
DIT's various sites to take part in a number of institute-wide events culminating in a massive rag ball to be 
held in The Point Theatre on Thursday, February 22nd, with local rag week events running as usual 
D IT's first ever institute-wide rag week will begin on February 
19th. 
An ambitious series of events are 
planned which will culminate on 
Thursday, February 21st with a massive 
rag ball to be held in The Point 
Theatre. It is hoped that this event 
alone will attract up to 6,000 students. 
The idea for a DIT wide rag week 
was first discussed by DITSU's execu-
tive last September but very nearly 
didn't get off the ground at all because 
at the time the owners of The Point 
said that there was no acceptable date 
free in February. However, in January 
the Executive was informed that a date 
was in fact available· and so a frenzied 
period of work commenced in order to 
set up what will be the biggest, most 
ambitious rag week this country has 
ever seen. 
"The exec dropped everything for a 
week and worked on it and since then 
they've been giving it half their time 
and doing their usual work as well," 
said DITSU President Colman Byrne. 
"I can't say people havoe enjoyed it 
because it's been logistically massive but 
it's all come together now." 
He admits that there were some con-
cerns about the size of the undertaking. 
''I'd say that everyone is for the idea 
but some were saying, 'but let's not do 
it yet, not this year'." 
However, the combined rag week is 
going ahead, with the enormous insti-
tute-wide events being run along with 
local events. 
It will kick off on Monday with local 
events being run in each site and in the 
evening two institute-wide gigs are 
planned, the locations of which have 
yet to be confirmed. 
On Tuesday, a mass exodus to 
Galway is planned, with Mr Byrne 
expecting as many as 30-40 buses head 1 Opm. There will be a tribute band and 
for the west. then a disco, followed by a headline 
"We'll be stopping in Kinnegad, band." The maximum cost for tickets 
Athlone and Ballinasloe for discos and to the ball will be £6 and there will be 
the onto the city. Arrangement are to be buses arranged to ferry people to the 
made with nightclubs in Galway and venue. 
the buses should be back in Dublin for There has been concern in some 
6am on Wednesday morning. quarters about the scale of such an 
The single biggest event of the week operatiol'l. and fears that some students 
~----~~~--------=-=-~--
It 'II be like this, but on a much grander scale. Get ready 
will of course be the rag ball, as it 
always is during individual rag weeks. 
Holding it in The Point brings it to 
another level altogether. 
"On Thursday, the local events will 
finish early and then it's on to the 
Point. We want everyone there for 
will not be prepared to make the jour-
ney to The Point on the evening, pre-
ferring to stay local. Mr Byrne remains 
confident, firmly believing that because 
the location is new and different that 
people will be prepared to travel. 
"Some people are saying that for 
example the southside colleges won't 
want to move from their local haunts in 
Camden Street but some of these peo-
ple are living in Drumcondra or maybe 
even places like lnchicore so they're 
moving anyway. This is different, inno-
vative." 
There is of course some financial risk 
involved in such a venture but Mr 
Byrne said that because of the sponsor-
ship and underwriting DITSU had 
arranged, this risk would be minimal. 
"Sure it's a risk but everything is a 
risk. I mean if everyone decides not to 
go out on the night then we have a 
problem. But we're promoting it city-
wide so we should be OK. We usually 
get five or six thousand at the various 
rag balls should if we can get that we'll 
be fine." 
It will, he says, be the "biggest rag 
ball in the biggest institute in the coun-
try" 
Friday the 22nd will be a "sort of a 
. chill out day". Two cinemas in the 
Virgin complex will be booked showing 
a cult film and a more mainstream 
offering. 
It cannot have escaped Mr Byrne 
that this ambitious undertaking comes 
very close to the USI elections, in 
which he is running for President. He 
does not think that the success of the 
event will have any bearing on the elec-
tions but that it "might confirm my 
organisational abilities". 
"It will look good for me and it will 
look good for DITSU because we've 
worked very hard at this." 
He expressed the hope that the event 
will set a precedent that will be fol-
lowed in the coming years 
Final and definite arrangements are 
still being made for this first of its kind 
Rag Week and announcements will be 
made in the coming weeks. 
The DIT Examiner 
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DIT Rag Week 
In less than two weeks, the first ever DIT wide rag week gets under way. It is an 
audacious and ambitious undertaking that will test the patience and nerves of 
DITSU's executive and will be watched with some interest by detractors who want 
it to fall apart and interested observers keen to .see just what is capable of being 
achieved if the will is there. More than anything 'else, though, the DIT wide rag 
week will be a test of the level of integration in which the DIT as a whole and 
DITSU have invested much time and effort. There are a number of institute wide 
events organised but the one that will surely be the vindication of the decision to 
opt for a concentrated week of events for al DIT sites will be the rag ball in The 
Point Depot. If the numbers reach the combined figures for individual rag balls 
throughout the DIT then it should be a success but there can be no guarantee of 
this and that is the single most serious threat posed to this venture. DIT Rag Weeks 
tend to be spaced out over a couple of weeks at least with each students' union 
attempting to ensure that the dates chosen are suitable for the greatest number of 
people. Since the event is institute-wide this time, more than the usual numbers 
will, sadly feel left out. This is the simple by-product of trying to cater for some 
20,000 students rather than two or three thousand. Inevitably, some students' union 
sabbaticals will buttonholed and berated in the coming weeks but what should be 
remembered is that the decision to hold this combined rag week was not reached 
lighdy. Sabbaticals tend to know when feelings are running high on their own turf 
and they all know that rag weeks are very important for students; they are equally 
important for students' unions as perhaps more than any other single event or mat-
ter, their success is an indication of how hard the students' union is operating. Rag 
Week is often used as a measure of the success of a sabbatical term and none of the 
current crop wishes to leave in May under a cloud. 
The Point Depot is an excellent venue and probably the only city venue that can 
cater for the numbers expected on Thursday, 22 February. It's location is not ideal 
·and this may deter some people but of the bus service being organised runs smooth-
ly and students are prepared to make their way from local hostelries into town and 
then spend five or ten minutes travelling then the DIT rag ball 1996 could and 
should be a spectacle to behold and a night to remember. 
Some have said that it has been organised too hastily and _that the feelings in indi-
viduals sites are not being considered. There may be something in this but here's 
hoping that any difficulties can be ironed out and that rag week is a success. A great 
deal of work has been put into it by DITSU's exec., both locally and on an institute-
wide level. It deserves a chance. 
D IT Finally Gets Security Conscious 
The men have been busy this week in DIT Kevin Street, installing security cam-
eras throughout the buijdings. The same happened recently in DIT Aungier Street. 
This week also sees the beginning of campus watch in Kevin Street, a scheme that 
will involve, amongst other initiatives, uniformed community Gardai patrolling 
through the grounds on a regular basis. It is unfortunate that such measures are 
needed at all but needed they are because the level of thefi: and break ins in Kevin 
Street has become ridic~lously high over the last couple of years and practically 
nothing has been done about the situation. Until now. Why it has taken so long for 
the authorities to get moving in this probl~m .is difficult to understand but now that 
something has been done, it should be welcomed and accepted. There will of course 
be some students who recent the presence of the Gatdai in their college whether 
from an encroaching sense of Big Brother scrutiny or because they are students and 
simply aren't supposed to like authority figures or perhaps because they have been 
involved in some way with the crimes that have been committed here -certainly mis-
creants from the surrounding area have little need for lecture notes. Well, the situa-
tion is this: they are here and people may as well get used to them. If their presence 
prevents bike thefts, break ins or muggings then campus watch will he a success and 
people will feel safer in college. The scheme is already operating successfully in 
UCD, UCC and DCU. It does not seem to have adversely affected college life in 
those places. 
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tact the editor and any such matters shall then be clarified in the 
subsequent edition 
Baldy Going Where Few ·have Gone Before 
Going ... 
(( Heh heh heh.. I think I've changed my mind." 
The tone was one of nervous jollity, the person 
speaking the hopeful words was Padraig Staunton. 
Padraig, known to all as Stan - until last Monday, 
that is, when Baldy, Slaphead and Cueball suddenly 
became popular · - shifted uncomfortably in his seat 
and gazed out at the sea of expectant fAces in the can-
teen in DIT Mountjoy Square. He couldn't turn back 
at this point. If he ran away now shouting "leave me 
alone, I like it the way it is", he would surely lose 
face. As things stood, all he was about to lose was his 
hair. Not since Samson woke up thinking it was 
awfully chilly had a man faced such a dilemma. 
Would the loss of Stan's hair rob him of his strength, 
his boyish good looks or, heaven forbid, his virility? 
Given that in Stan's case such things are negligible, 
they should not have concerned him, though if he 
had seen Jean Watson, designated hair remover, hold-
Going ... 
ing the electric razor as if it was a dangerous weapon 
and smiling gleefully, he may well have immediately 
made a bolt for the nearest door or window. 
It was too late. The crowd wanted blood, or least 
some of Stan's hair for their pillows. Jean kick started 
the infernal machine, Stan visibly shrank, and the 
foul work began. 
Oh the howls, the screams, the erie; of glee that 
rang around the canteen as the razor slowly revealed 
Stan's gleaming pate. Clumps of dark hair dropped 
silently to the floor but Stan did dare to move, fear-
ing a Reservoir Dogs-like incident. 
"Is this short?" he asked at one point, a question 
which must surely rank up th~re with "Is it yourself?" 
in the great pantheon of rhetorical posers. 
Nonetheless, Mark Lee looked up at his colleague 
and answered, with the sincerity of a priest "no, no 
not really. Sure it's grand. Not a bother. Actually 
Gone 
you're bald." 
Stan's hair continued to fall gently to the floor 
and, more worryingly, down the back of his t-shirt. It 
didn't take long and when the final little quiff was 
shorn, a cry went up from the crowd. A far different 
kind of cry came from Stan. 
Still, it was all for charity. The event was organised 
by Club 100, that hugely industrious group of peo-
ple who have t~e incredible knack of raising enor-
mous amounts of money for various causes. Over 
£1,000 was raised within DIT Mountjoy Square for 
the even and the previous week on the streets of 
Dublin, £5,000 was collected. The money will go to 
St Luke's hospital and the Rape Crisis Centre. All 
involved are to be congratulated, including Stan, to 
whom we also extend our deepest sympathies and 
just a little giggle. Sure, before you know it, Stan, 
you'll be bringing down temples like a good thing. 
Good News for Students! 
DIT Musicians to Tour US 
T he DIT Concert Band will be touring the United States for the 
first time in September of this year. 
Four concerts ate planned, the first 
taking place on September 4th in 
Boston College. On the 7th the band 
will play in Yale, and on the 9th the 
venue will be Rutgers University, New 
Jersey. The final concert will take place 
on the 11th, in Barnstable High School, 
Hyannis, Massachusetts. 
Two fund raising concerts for the 
tour will ~ake place in the coming 
months. The first, A Festival of Bands, 
takes place on March 6th in the RDS 
Concert Hall. Tickets, priced at a very 
reasonable £6 and £4 are available in the 
library and offices of the College of 
Music (Chatham Row and Adelaide 
Road) and at the door. The four bands 
from the college will take part: the 
Junior band conducted by Ciaran 
O 'Connell; the Intermediate Band, con-
ducted by Tim Hanafin and the 
Concert Band, conducted by William 
Hal' pin. 
There is no date set for the second 
event, a 10 hour music marathon, but it 
will most likely take place in May. 
The concert band, which has been in 
existence for 15 years, consists of more 
than 50 young musicians, ranging in 
age from 16-23 years of age. It was 
~or~ed by William Halpin in 1980 as a 
JUniOr band and has since grown into 
one oflreland's largest bands. 
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*Special competition to win :£3SO 
worth of USIT Travel Vouchers. 
Howe IwiN? , 
Buy your Bus Eireann ticketjrom the S.U. Shop on in the 
College. Keep your used ticket to attach to an entr.y form 
(availablefrom your S.U. Shop] and hand back to the seller. 
WHAT D_O I NEED? 
You need a valid !SIC and Travelsave Stamp 
(available from USIT] to avail of student fares. 
Sample Student Return Fares 
Ballin a £10.00 Donegal £11.00 Portlaoise £ 6.50 
Belfast £10.50 Ennis £11.00 Rosslare £ 9.00 
Carlow £ 5.00 Galway £ 9.00 Tralee £12.50 
Clonmel £ 8.50 Kilkenny£ 5.00 Waterford £ 6.00 
Cork £12.00 Limerick £10.50 Wexford £ 8.00 
INFORMATION AND TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.U. SHOPS IN BOLTON ST., 
KEviN ST. MouNTJOY SQ., AuNGIER ST., AND CATHAL BRuGHA ST. 
BU~iREANN 
GAA Clubs Reward 
Their Own in Quiet 
Ceremony 
I t was backslappping time in The Thornbush last week when the various GAA dubs in DIT's northside sites presented trophies to the best players during the 
season's league, which has just finished. The award winners were chosen by the 
players themselves and the event was sponsored by Heineken. A similar event will 
be held for DIT's southside sites later this month and an overall award ceremony 
at the end of the year. 
At the event, the DIT's .GAA officer, Josephine Rogers, was presnted with a bou-
quet of flowers for her work during the year. 
The winners were: Cathal Brugha Street, Ladies Football - Anita Conway, 
Camogie - Martina Haverty, Men's Football - Mark Leddy. Hurling - Phil Duffy , 
Club Person - Damian McCarthy . Mountjoy Square, Ladies' Football - Noreen 
Walsh, Men's Football - Ronan Mooney, Hurling - Anthony Brohan, Club Person -
Joe Fortune ., Bolton Street, Ladies Football - Mary Keogh, Football - Damien 
Divers, Hurling- Darren Caulfield, Sportsperson- Greta English 
Some of the winners being presented with trophies by Heine ken Rep. Daragh 
Heraghty and josephine Rogers., GAA Officer 
3, South Anne St, 
Dublin 2. 
Ph:6774339 
DIT STUDENT SPECIALS 
6" Ham & Cheese+ Regular Beverage 
6" Tuna+ Regular Beverage 
6" Subway Club + Regular Beverage 
6" Irish Sausage + Regular Beverage 
3, Nassau St, 
Dublin 2. 
Ph:6797797 
Offer only applies on production of DIT Student card 
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Turning Up 
the Heat 
H eat is nowhere near as thought.:. ful as it thinks it is, nor as epic -
as it wants to be. That's not to say 
that it the filni falls on its face - it's an 
exciting, gripping and intelligent 
thriller that takes its time getting to 
where it wants to go, but it aspires to 
heights that it can never hope to reach .. 
because at its heart Heat js a simple, 
clear conflict between two men, a 
dedicated cop and a dedicated robber. 
This is not a new plot line but the 
scoop is that in such films and indeed 
episodes of many TV detective series, 
the protagonists have never been 
played by Robert de Niro and Al 
Pacino. Fans of the under-the-skin bor-
dering on the obsessive school of acting 
will be queuing up for this one. 
De Niro, in his first high profile 
leading role for years, plays Neil 
McCauley, a sharp dressing, goatee 
sporting master criminal who, with his 
team of trusted co-criminals, has been 
carrying out a series of brilliantly 
planned and executed heists in Los 
Angeles. One step behind is . /incent 
Hanna (Pacino), a cop whose reality is 
determined by his quarry. In the urban 
jungle of the city - and two leads do 
stalk each other like big, wary cats - he 
functions smoothly and without need 
for justification. 
characters in the film, she ,is present 
primarily to reflect an aspect of the · 
male with whom she is associated. 
That the film bothers at all with 
such efforts to develop character is 
good, as is that fact that the respective 
teams working with the leads are not 
merely there to be shot and act as a 
focus for vengeance, though this is also 
present. With three hours a lot of back-
ground can be filled in so we see 
Mc~auley's friend and accomplice 
Chris Seherlis (Val Kilmer, quietly 
effective) arguing with his wife (Ashley 
Judd) about his blin habit, we 
referring to his oppo-
nent as- 'Neil', as if h<! were 
a friend. When they finally 
meet, in a coffee shop, it is a low 
key and tense affair with each setting 
out .the parameters within which their 
next meeting will take place: only one 
man will remain standing. 
"You do what you do, I do what I 
gotta do, " Hanna tells McCauley. It's a 
terrific scene that wisely does not cli-
max with some hissed threat or 
promise, merely fades to black. Both · 
men need to be in complete control 
and so the m·ovement is minimal, the 
acting is with the eyes and in Pacino's 
case, it is one of the few times when he 
underplays. Hanna is expressive and 
confident - his jewellery is gaudy - and 
so Pacino's restlessness and SUDDEN 
SHOUTING are forgivable but he's 
been relying on such stock too much in 
recent years. Next to deNiro's poise and 
economy he is a definite runner up. 
However it is a testament to both 
actors and to Michael Mann that the 
On the domestic front, he is a disas-
ter, unable or unwilling to do anything 
to prevent his third marriage from 
falling apart. The scenes with his wife 
are designed to show us this much and 
to slow down the film so we can see 
the characters in another environment, 
one where they are not in charge, 
where they cannot be the men that 
they feel they need to be. It's an 
admirable side step on the part of 
writer/director Michael Mann but you 
can't help wondering where Hanna met 
his first two wives if all he does is 
work. McCauley's life is similarly 
focused. During the fiim he forms a 
relationship with a young graphic 
designer (Amy Brenneman) but natu-
rally has to lie about his line of work 
and we see her only intermittently. 
Both are lonely people and she repre-
sents the life he has never had and per-
haps longs for but like the other female 
Robert DeNiro and Val Kilmer sort out a downtown traffic jam their way in Heat 
meet an ageing crook Qon Voight) who 
sets up the scores for McAuley, a tired 
man whose uri~elcome mantle 
McCauley could one day take, ·and we 
see the respective families at dinner 
nrgether and always Hanna and 
McCauley are the outsiders. The 
actions of others in both teams effect 
the directions the story takes but _the 
film is still down to these two commit-
ted men. 
Naturally, they develop mut.ual 
respect, with Hanna even taking to 
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one camp. This is not necessarily laud-
able, as we are early on shown 
McCauley sanctioning a brutal murder, 
but it is skilfully contrived. A prime 
example is the bank heist which goes 
wrong. As the robbers make their 
escape, a shoot out, the noisiest in film 
history, begins and continues up main 
streets with police cordons being set up 
everywhere and McCauley and his gang 
making progress to safety with military 
precision. The expertly staged set piece 
is heavily reminiscent of a fire fight in 
so many war films - in tact the 
movements could easily be trans-
posed to a jungle setting. Mann does 
this sort of stuff with great skill - loud, 
sharply edited and protracted sequences 
that are never pedestrian. The battle 
scenes in Last of the Mohicans were 
equally thrilling. But the most notable 
thing about such sequences is that we 
are not necessarily rooting for the sup-
posed good guys. Hanna's men are not 
ambiguous good guys; they are straight 
up honest cops and yet there is a sneak-
ing regard for the outlaws, as there 
often was for lawbreakers in westerns. 
McCauley is shown as deeply princi-
pled in many ways, censorious and old 
fashioned in a way that Hanna is not, 
and cannot afford to be. 
The Los Angeles of Heat is slick, 
angular and impersonal, with much use 
of filters giving a startling primary look 
to many scenes. It strongly resembles 
the look of the director's 1986 film 
Manhunter. Dante Spinotti was direc-
tor of photography on both films and 
has captured the feel of the city in 
which these men operate, an antiseptic, 
reflective and cold environment. 
And Heat is finally, unashamedly, 
about men, and how they should act in 
a specific environment at a specific 
time - 1990s America. It may be too 
long it may lack the epic sweep it 
strives for - almost 70 speaking parts -
and the central domestic relationships 
may all be similarly fractured, but as 
cops and robbers films go, they don't 
come any more gripping, stylish and 
smart as this one. 
~· f 
i 
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Film. Extra: Johnny Moronic 
I n the 21st Century, information is the ultimate commodity. In a world 
where cyberspace is more than a 
Hollywood plot device, specialist couri~ 
ers like Johnny (Keanu Reeves) offer a 
special service - by dumping a large 
portion of his long~ term memory, he is 
able to increase his memory, with the 
aid of a chip-enhanced data storage 
capacity in order to smuggle vast pro~ 
grammes for shadowy corporate clients. 
This is the general spiel included in the 
20th Century Fox press pack. What 
they failed to include is that 'Johnny 
Mnemonic' is one of the worst films 
ever made. 
the finished product is not worth the 
celluloid it is printed on. To start with, 
. it is difficult to keep up with the num~ 
her of characters involved as· the film's 
body count alq1.0st equals that of R.:!.mbo 
II, with goodies and baddies being as 
expendable as the screenwriter saw fit. 
As we are dealing with the cyberpunk 
genre, expect every form of poetic 
licence that science fiction will allow, 
and enough high tech gadgetry to make 
James Bond weep and wish that he had 
been born in a different century. These 
include a code breaking dolphin (I jest 
not), an input-unit in Johnny's brain 
used to download data and a space sav-
ing computer screen enclosed in wrap 
around sunglasses. 
In an attempt to place deeper mean~ 
ing in the script, those who rebel against 
the New World Order live in a derelict 
suspension bridge called Heaven, which 
the Yakuza (representing evil, I suppose) 
try to destroy. 
Based on a short story by William 
Gibson, 'Johnny Mnemonic' stars 'our' 
Keanu (who do you think you are, Cilla 
Black? ~ Ed) , Dolph Lundgren, Ice~T, 
Udo Kier, Henry Rollins and Dina 
Meyer. The actual story (in 25 words or 
slightly more). revolves around the 
aforementioned data smuggling, a dodgy 
multi-national corporation and a new 
illness (Nerve Attenuation Syndrome), 
the AIDS of the 21st Century. Johnny is 
carrying data belonging to Pahrmakom, 
a corporation which, strangely enough, 
is only interested in profits. The info 
rattling around in Johnny's head will 
ensure that their profit margin remains 
K~anu Re~ves concludes that th~r~ is somahing not quiu right about his hat Another useful thing about press 
packs is that reviewers are supplied 'Yith 
details about the cast and crew. I, how~ 
ever, have but one question: if Dolph 
Lundgren got a scholarship for ·a Ph.D. 
to MIT, why didn't he see that this film 
would be as bland as it is? 
on the up. The baddies in this case are Mnemonic is that while the main char~ 
the Yakuza (seeing as how the.PLO and acter is trying to remember his past, 
IRA have thoughtlessly called respective those is us who actually sat through the 
cease fires) who want Johnny's head whole film are desperately trying to for~ 
removed and cryogenically frozen in get it. The truth, which in this case will 
order to gain access. hurt a lot a lot, is that while this may 
Siobhan Weekes The ultimate irony of Johnny haveseemedlikeagoodideaatthetime, 
SPECIAliSTS IN EDUCATION, SPORT AND LEISURE TRAVEL 
DIT Storming Ahead in Sport 
DIT Senior Hurling (7~7) Jordanstown (0~3) 
This game, played in the snow on a Saturday, was difficult due to the elements 
and not the opposition. The DIT team have been preparing hard for the champi~ 
onships which start this month and this was our last league game. The training 
showed on the day with the DIT being in full control of the game. 
The DIT opened the scoring with a fine point from Shane Cooke. Jordanstown 
responded with a point of their own but did not score again until the end of the 
half. Jn the meantime, the DIT maintained full control at the half back line and 
there was strong and consistent attacking from the half forward line who played 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~balliro~lfu~ardTimmyDo~ey~oKored~o~ili~iliefinthalf.Soo~ 
also came from a very strong Seamus McKeogh who provided continuous robust 
• Wide Range of top Quality Vehicles 
• Flexible Courteous Drivers 
e 24 Hour Day Nationwide Back-up Service 
• Competitive Rates on All Trips 
SPECIALIST IN 
• ONE DAY AWAY TRAVEL 
• WEEKEND AWAY TRAVEL 
• lATE NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT TRAVEL 
support. Ciaran Curran and Declan Maher, wing forwards, also proved their worth 
as well as adding to the scores. 
The midfield was equally strong, well supported by the half back and full back 
lines. Corner back Art Flannery, who had a very impressive game, had to come off 
during the second half due an injury. He, Cayle and Mullins left their keeper with a 
highly inactive game. He was under pressure only once in the second half and not 
at all in the first half thanks to the half backs. 
Jordanstown scored once in the second half from a 50 ball while the DIT, leading 
by a score of 4~4 to 0~3 stretched that lead considerably and the final score was 7~7 
to 0-3. 
Game Results 
Hurling 
DIT Freshers 3~4 St Pat's, Drumcondra 1-7 (Inter League) 
DIT 2-11 Garda 6-6 (Senior Challenge) 
DIT 1-12 St Enda's 0-6 (Challenge match) 
DIT 5~9 St Bridget's 2~3 (Challenge match) 
DIT 0-11 UCD 1~7 
DIT took on UCD on Tuesday, 30th in Terenure in an exciting game in which 
scores were matched throughout. At half time UCD led by a si"ngle point and the 
DIT came back with fine points from Wade and Whelan to put them ahead. 
However, Dara Finney from UCD brought his team level with a goal. DIT fought 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ hardanddrewahe~byonep~ntinthefinalminut~ 
PLEASE PHONE FOR A QUOTATION The hurling club would like to thank St Enda's and St Bridget's for accommodat~ 
BEFORE YOUR NEXT TRIP inguswithgamesinourpreparationsfortheFitzgibbonCup. The senior hurling team will enter the first round of the Fitzgibbon Cup on 
February 1Oth with an away match in Cork 
, Tele hone: 01-475 5010 Fax: 01-478 3820 
Bravehearts 
Our Celtic bertheren in Scotland are regular visitors to our little island, and 
welcome they are. In the spirit of solidarity and comradeship, DIT Mountjoy 
Square s soccer team returned the favour. Their likes will not be seen again. 
Not if the Scots have anything to do with it .. 
Departure time from outside DIT Mountjoy Square and of course they weren't on time and we even managed to leave some people behind. The 
first task was to gather up the rest of the group and load them onto the bus, and 
of course start the drinking. But as the troops loaded up, the driver, Stoney, 
refused to allow drink on the bus, much to the disgust of all concerned. 
However, . through the diplomatic negotiations of Mark Lee, Robbie Whelan, 
Johnny Cahill and Paul Molloy (four of the five leaders}, Stoney allowed the 
party to continue. 
The journey to Belfast was only halted by a stop in Dundalk for the Call of 
Nature as the Jacks on the bus was finding the endless flow too much to handle. 
On the bus the atmosphere was great, with the exception of a small few people at 
the back of the bus who refused to get with the programme. 
Watching the video of Ireland V Italy game was boring after Houghton's goal so 
Robbie Whelan decided to subject the bus to a Take That video, which had the 
effect of inciting the people at the back of the bus, one of whom had already regur-
gitated his breakfast into a Black ~ag. So after much persuasion, the vid was 
changed to an Oasis tape, which had most of the best singers showing off their 
musical talents. So then the real sing song began with Terry Daly doing a great job 
as conductor. Then enter Mick Dee from the back of the bus {two litre in hand): 
·he managed to shout out a ·song, at least we presume it was a song. Seven Drunken 
Nights, it was later disclosed, was its apt title. After this, he committed the ulti-
mate error; he slagged of Robbie Whelan (not to be attempted if you are wise}. 
In Belfast we boarded the boat in good form. By this time it had become dear 
which people had been on this sort of trip in the past - Darragh Brady, Robbie 
Whelan, Robbie Lowry and Aidan Peoples were the only survivors of all three trips. 
On the boat we made straight for the bar where Aidan Peoples insulted the bar-
man's ego. 
We arrived at last in Stranrar and on boarding the bus a vicious rumour circulat-
ed that David Looney was missing (he wasn't of course, merely semi-conscious 
b~hind one of the seats and unable to respond to his own name}. His presumed 
?tsappearance rt::sulted in Paul O'D:wy-er and Aidan Peoples searching the boat, 
tnc~udi?g all the toilets. No David of course but they did ftnd Robbie Lowry wan-
denng 1? one of the corridors. They rejoined the bus to a chorus oflaughs. 
The JOUrney to Glasgow was marked with singing, drinking and joking and 
once at the hostel rooms were allocated, with Orla O'Keefe and Karen Traynor 
moving promptly from the room with all the couples when they saw one such two-
some showering together. Their luck didn't improve as they wound up sharing a 
bed. · 
A change of clothes fot the revellers and then it was off to Ginty McGinty's 
where a packed reception greeted the thirsty troopers. 
Day Two: Hangovers all round, though some managed to struggle out of bed. 
Paul Molloy led a group of nine to see Parkhead which looked impressive even if it 
was only half built. Later the group met up in Frank McAvennie's Pub and while 
most drank, Paul Molly went shopping for Armani and Versacchi clothes, appar-
ently buying them all in the market from a Scot called Del Boy. If you see him, 
take a look. Also receiving funny looks was Robbie Whelan for sporting a Taker 
That badge. · 
Onto the match, a very forgettable affair which the Bhoys won against a very 
poor Motherwell side. After the game, those with lots of money went out co the 
pub and on to Arkaos; the rest just went back to the pub before going back to the 
hostel for a good chat with the other foreigners, one of whom was an Angel from 
Canada. The Irish lads got a sing song going, belting out numbers from Oasis, 
Blur and even the Beatles; the other foreigners countered with Roger · Ramjet He's 
Our Hero. 
The dance .troop returned from Arkaos and were no sooner in the hostel than 
Terry Daly decided to run through the halls in just his boxer shorts and jacket, or 
bed sheet, or whatever he could find, just for the buzz. 
It is worth noting that a meal not to be missed in Glasgow is the Burger and 
Chips from the cafe across from Ginty Macs, this only because of the lack of a 
bun. By the second night, John Conroy was the leading scorer with five. 
Day three: . 
The Journey back was more subdued, with people either reading star signs or 
_ sle<ping or listenin to stomachs talkin , as very little food had been consumed. 
The journey to the port was shortened by Terry Daly reading rom t e pro em 
page in More, particularly the story about the filthy little Hotel manageress. This 
kept everyone in good form. 
On the ferry, everyone chilled and listened to Pan Pipes Moods - One over and 
over. You'd think the captain would have brought both COs but I think he was too 
drunk to notice. The bus journey from Belfast became interesting when Robbie 
Lowry discovered some of his lost cans. A COUrt case ensued with Terry Daly acting 
as defence for the accused. The whole thing was shown up as a farce when the cans 
turned out to be under Terry's seat (strange, eh?) 
by Aidan Peoples 
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Mountjoy Square's 
'Babes' Gear Up for 
'96 Campaign 
On a cool Monday in mid November, both the DIT 
Mountjoy Square men's and women's 
soccer teams were presented with two 
new spanking sets of gear, courtesy of 
the Guinness Rep. Johnny Cahill and 
those very nice people at Harp lager. 
To celebrate the occasion a special 
glamorous occasion was held in the 
boardroom, courtesy of Acting 
Director Paul O'Sullivan, with the 
drink being supplied by Harp. The 
night was a great success and for once 
the team looked clean and respectable. 
Also that night, four players were hon-
oured for their services to DIT 
Mountjoy Square over the past five 
years. To be honoured, the players 
must have played over 20 games (full 
caps count only). These distinguished 
few were given a football jersey in the 
colours of the country of their choice. 
The few were Robbie Whelan (33 
caps), Robbie Lowry (27 caps), Daragh 
Bra4y (21 caps} and Aengus King (20 
caps) 
Two days later, the DIT Mountjoy 
Square soccer roadshow arrived in RTC 
Carlow for our second league game of 
the season. Well, the less said about that 
day, the better. Due to legal reasons we 
can't actually give full details of what 
actually happened, so in short we lost 4-
0, had one man sent off and they had 
two booked, the crowd started to riot, 
Brian Nevin got kicked and we should 
have won (only messing, we didn't 
deserve to win but the rest is true) 
Following chis rout, our ladies team 
then went one better by losing 5-0 to St 
Pat's in Drumcondra. Things weren't 
looking good. 
Anyway, onto December, when we 
had to play a bottom of the table clash 
to decide who would qualify for the All 
Ireland shield. On December 5th, we 
took on Griffith College on the 
Astroturf under the floodlights in the 
AUL complex. A four-two victory final-
ly put some points on the board 
Mountjoy Square got off to a flying . 
start, with a third minute goal from the 
boot of John Conroy, following good 
work by Aidan King and Rob Whelan. 
Minutes later we could have stretched 
our lead when Conor Hannon hit the 
post. Before half time, both Aidan King 
and Terry Day hit the woodwork also. 
However, on the stroke of half time, 
Mountjoy Square conceded a very soft 
goal due to a lapse in concentration. 
After a severe half time bollicking, 
Mountjoy Square scored from the kick-
off, when John Conroy dribbled down 
the right and crossed for Whelan to 
make it 2-1. It then seemed that 
Mountjoy Square would go on to win 
comfortably, but again another lapse let 
Griffith in to score an equaliser, and a 
disastrous draw was looming. Enter the 
'Master', also known as the 'thinking 
women's bit of crumpet', Pat Curran. 
Pat, an elder statesman of the team, 
received the ball, took a good first touch 
on the edge of his own box , and then 
Maradonaesque, ran the length of the 
pitch, beat seven players ad slid home 
the ball to restore ·che Mountjoy Square 
lead. This gave everyone a lift and 
moments later Aidan King made it four 
with his first goal for the team. It came 
as a result of a pass from man of the 
match John Conroy. We could have 
added more goals but it was still a good 
performance which gave a deserved vic-
tory. The signs are that things are finally 
coming together for this young team, 
affectionately known as the COMAD 
Babes - a reference to their age, not their 
looks. 
The future in 1996 looks bright, with 
a friendly to come and then a crack at 
the group leaders and current All 
Ireland Champions, DIT Bolton Street. 
Recently, five of the squad had trials for 
the DIT team: Robbie Whelan, Keith 
McCor~ack, Ron.an Quinn, Brian 
Nevin and Paul Molloy. 
Robbie Whelan 
Cavalier Attitudes 
T he DIT Mountjoy Square basket-ball club, founded in 1991 and 
known as The Cavaliers, have striven 
to be the best at their chosen profes-
sion namely the art of playing basket-
ball. Competing in both friendly and 
competitive games with 100% com-
mitment to winning outright every 
accolade the game has to offer. 
Since its foundation five years ago, 
the Cavaliers men's and women's teams 
have seen players come and go, each 
with the ultimate goal of humiliating 
any team that dared to stand it their 
way. The '96 campaign is no different. 
Eoghan O'Neill and Ken Coates have a 
highly trained and hungry basketball 
machine, eager to prove themselves in 
the ICBA, HESF and DIT competi-
tions. 
The likes of Galway RTC, St Pat's, 
Waterford RTC, Maynooth and the 
Gardai have already dared to take a 
stand in the path of the prime speci-
mens of the well-toned Cavaliers. Both 
the men's and women's teams look well 
on their way to ultimate victory and 
with results like 94-46 against the 
Gardai who would dare cross them? 
And for tension and excitement what 
about the recent down to the buzzer 
match when the women's team beat 
Galway RTC by an invaluable three-
pointer in the final seconds? Nowhere 
else could you experience such tangible 
excitement? 
And the trips away are indeed 'trips' 
away, with both the men's and women's 
t.eams bonding (those participants know 
what I mean) 
by Ken Coates 
Enterprising 
Einployers 
A engineering graduate from DIT Kevin Street has won this year's Project 
.1"\..oevelopment Centre Enterprise Award Competition. 
Mr Paul O'Hare was presented with a cheque for £1,000 by'Mr Richard Bruton, 
T.D., Minister for Enterprise and Employment, at a reception held recently in the 
Royal College of Surgeons. 
!he Proje~t Devel~pment ~entre was initiated by the DIT in 1983. It is primari-
ly ~n:olved m runnmg practical support programmes for entrepreneurs offering 
tr<4ntng workshops, meritor systems and office facilities. In the past four years, more 
than 90 new businesses and 360 jobs have been created through the centre. It is 
funded by the Department of Education and the European Social Fund. 
· In this year's competition, four people were selected from the most promising 
group of entrepreneurs who had participated in the programme. The selection was 
base~ primarily on the quality of the companies' business plans. 
Ptc~ured (L toR) are Mr Paul O'Hare, Mxnaging Director, Autocal (Ireland) Ltd, 
Mr Rtchard Bruton, T.D., Minister for Enterprise and Employment, and Dr 
Brendan Goldsmith, President of Dublin }Qstitute ofTechnology. 
Student Work and Travel Programme to the US 
A un~ue opportunity to spend four months working, living and travelling around the US. Applications accepted in 
Us~ offices on a first come, first served bas~ from 6th February. Fun detaik and brochure available from your 
local Us~ office. 
Usit, Aston Quay, O'Connell Bridge, Dubbn 2. Te~ 679 8833 
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Ceol, Caint, 
Craie -
Caidreamh! 
Le trlocha bliain anuas, ta prlomh 6gfheile na hEireann, Sl6gadh, a 
reachclil ag Gael-Linn d'iomhaitheoiri 
: 6 7-26 bliain d'aois. Le blianta beaga 
anuas, ta se tugtha faoi deara go 
mblonn deacrachtal ag mic _leinn an 
trlu leibheal fresastal ar Sl6gadg toisc 
bru scrudaithe agus staideir a bheith 
1 orthu. Anois cl feile nua Caidreamh a 
reachclil ag Gael-Linn go speisialta do 
mhic Ieinn an trlu leibheal. 
Beidh cur amach ag roinnt leitheoiri 
. ar na com6rtais diosp6ireachta a 
· eagrafonn Gael-Linn freisin. Com6rtas 
'Diosp6ireachta Gael-Linn/AlB a bhinn 
ar siul do dhaltaf na meanscoileanna 
agus Com6rtas Diosp6ireachta The 
Irish Times/Gael Linn an com6rtas 
diosp6ireachta do mhic leinn an tdu 
leibheeal. I mbliana, beidh an da leath-
chraobh agus an babtha ceannais den 
chom6rtas sin ar siul mar chuid de 
dheireadh seachtaine Caidreamh. 
Maraon leis an gcom6rtas 
diosp6ireachta The Irish Times/Gael-
Linn, beidh com6rtas, rince, seite, 
ealaine, agus amhranaiochta ar siul agus 
com6rtais eile neamh-ardain mar phein-
teireacht, ffs-scannan, dealbh6ireacht, 
filfocht, iriseoireacht agus gearrscealta 
freisin. Togha sgus rogha ne gcom6rtas 
leis an taluin ar fad a chur chun cinn. 
I mbliana, beidh Caidreamh ar siul 
thar deireadh seachtain!! 8-10 Marta i 
gColaiste na hOllscoile Corcaigh. Beidh 
grupaf ann as Ollscoil Chathair Bhaile 
Atha Cliath, as Colaiste na hOllscoile 
Gailliamh, Colaiste Teicniuil Reigfunda 
Gailliamh, as Ollscoil Luimnf, as 
Colaiste na hOllscoile i gCorcaigh fein, 
ar nd6igh, agus ta sui! againn go mbei-
dh dreamanna eile ag teacht 6 na 
Colaistf triu leibheal go Ieir ar fud na 
tfre. Tathar ag sui! go mbeidh deontas 
beag a ioc leis na hiomaitheoiri i Ieith 
costais l6istfn/taistfl. Beidh an bheim ar 
spraoi, sp6rt agus suit a bhaint as 
imeachtai taitneamhacha a bheidh ar 
siul tre Ghaeilge. Bain triail as! Ni ga 
lfofacht, dean iarracht! 
Clar na n-imeachtai 
De hAoine 8 M<irta 
Diosc6 Domhanda, Karaoke Gaeilge 
De Sathairn 9 Marta 
11 am Comortas Dfospoireachta The Irish Times/Gael-Linn Na 
Leathchraobhacha 
3 pm. Comortas 5 Cumadoireacht gan Ullmhu 
4 pm. Comortas 3 Grupa Amhranafochta le tionlacan 
5 pm. Comortas 1 Grupa Ceoil Traidisiunta 
6 pm. Torthai 
8 pm. Comortas Diospoireachta The Irish Times/Gael-Linn 
10 pm Ceil! agus Comortas 2 - Seit Traidisfunta 
De Domhnaigh. 10 Marta 
12 noin Cwrt Eigse agus Cheoil 
2.30pm 
Comortas 7 Comortas Liteartha 
Comortas 4 
Com6rtas ·6 
Comortas 8 
(a) Filfocht Nuachumtha 
(b) Iriseoireacht 
(c) Gearrsceal Nuachumtha 
Amhranafocht Aonair gan tionlacan 
Ceol Uirlise Beirte 
Comortais Ealaine 
(a) Grianghrafadoireacht 
(b) Peinteireacht 
(c) Dealbhoireacht 
Comortas 9 Ffsteip (video scannan) 
Torthaf chomortaos an Domhnaigh 
Ta gach eolas ar f.illo Sinead Nf Ghuidir no Eoin 6 Cochlain ag Gael-
Linn, 26 Cearnog Mhuirfean, BAC 2, 6767283 agus ta Ieabhran 
Caidreamh, agus an broisiur dona dfospoireachtaf ag Uachtaran na Mac 
Uinn in do Cholaiste. 
Tar linn go Corcaigh! 
Sin~ad Nf Ghuidir 
Reaching· an Accornrnodation 
Birth. First Kiss. First Sexual Experience. RTE come-dy. Death. Traumatic experiences all and only the 
last does not leave a lasting impression and a branded 
memory, unless of course you are Shhley McClaine in 
which case death is a frequent but minor inconvenience. 
But none of these comes within a country mile of the 
trauma, physical pain and certain development of a vari-
ety of nervous tics that come with the dreaded, convul-
sive act of moving into a new flat. It is the sort of 
upheaval that can reduce the heartiest of souls to gibber-
ing wrecks and drive perfecdy normal individuals onto 
the soothing couch of an analyst, providing of course 
that they have not already decided that a rampage around 
the nearest McDonalds would be a better, and more ther-
apeutic, course of action. 
I am about to move into a flat. This, as has already been 
outlined, will cause much anguish and will for sure render 
me as stable as a box of sweating dynamite being driven 
across rough roads to an oil fire in the wilds of Cavan. But 
there is worse, much worse, than the actual move, which 
somewhat unfairly requires the availability of a vacant, rea-
sonably priced flat, one that is at least marginally less 
draughty than then peak of the Eiger and not quite as 
damp as, say, the sea. You see, while the physical move will 
be wrenching enough, the initial search for a place to hang 
my hat will in all likelihood prove as welcome as root canal 
work performed by a white haired man who keeps asking 
"is it safe? Eh?" 
The deeply unfair reality is that it is only the criminally 
lucky and the criminally inclil)ed who find suitable apart-
ments or flats without enduring even one evening standing 
in Arctic conditions with 72 other greedy-eyed hopefuls 
on the steps of a house in Rathmines or Phibsboro'ugh or 
wherever the coveted vacancy happens to be. There are 
people who can make a single phone call - "the digits, if 
you switch them around, were the same as my birthday!" -
and find themselves talking animatedly wi~h some woolly 
headed philanthropist anxious to rent his three bedroom, 
Habitat-furnished, frankly enormous flat for a nominal 
amount, the one stipulation being that the tropical fish be 
fed regularly. Happy are such people, though not if I ever 
catch up wi~h them. The rest of us mortals have to endure 
a series of lies, refusals and even bigger lies in the increas- • 
ingly desperate search,for a place to live that does not 
include for no added fee one's parents and the multifarious 
tortures that they unwittingly inflict on their offspring. 
I have in the past looked at places so poky that you 
could not even bring in a cat to test the veracity of the old 
adage, places so musty that there must surely have been a 
bag of grannies hidden somewhere and places so bitterly 
cold that the fridge was wearing a lagging jacket and a 
heavy football scarf. In such abodes, the landlord or land-
lady will, space for two people in the one room permitting, 
point out the spaciousness, cleanliness and all round bar-
gain status of the place and with a steely eye of suspicion 
enquire as to your financial statu~political affiliations/sex-
ual orientations and propensity, if any, for staying up after 
bedtime and playing Leonard Cohen COs. And if a rat the 
size of a well fed two-year-old child happens to saunter 
across the floor at an inopportune moment, a thoroughly 
ineffective trap attached to its ship's rope of a tail, this is 
invariably laughed off as a minor problem which is being 
taken care of: '~yway, it's just Billy. He's harmless. " 
And be warned, when you do finally locate a flat or 
apartment that does not require the assiduous and swift 
attention of Rentokil, the constant wearing of duvets or 
the sale of a kidney, there will invariably, without fail, 
always be soll,lething wrong. Do not be fooled: no matter 
how perfect your· new rented dwelling may seem at first 
and several further glances, things will, once the 
landlord/lady· has become uncontactable, go very wrong. 
Perhaps it will be the bed, hitherto a solid, determinedly 
horizontal item with just that correct amount of give that 
all but a guaranteed a good sleep, at the very least. Once 
you have moved in, it will develop a fault line of San 
Andreas proportions precisely in the middle, so that each 
morning you will wake up. encased in your kebab bed and 
feel:ing like so many strips of chewy meat. With a sore 
back. 
Having pullied and squirmed your way to freedom with 
little attention to dignity, you will make for the bathroom 
where the pressure from the shower will require you to 
either run about furiously catching the drops that fall sadly 
from the nozzle or it will pin you to the ground, merciless-
ly stripping the very skin from your body in a fashion pri-
marily known to Alcatraz inmates. Pressure hose or trickle, 
the temperature will of course be the same: relentlessly, bit-
terly, numbingly, heart stoppingly cold. The upside of this · 
is that if you fall and crack your head, your body tempera-
ture will have been reduced to such a low level that you 
will be able to survive unconscious for months. 
Morning abiutions completed with remarkable speed, 
you then settle down for breakfast. with Billy the giant 
rodent, adopting a precarious sitting position on the wob-
bly chair and idly wondering has it all been worth it. The 
chair collapses you skewer yourself on a splinter, Billy takes 
advantage of the moment and devours your rasher and the 
answer seems suddenly very dear indeed. It is also rent 
day. 
THE IRISH TIMES 
Competition 
PRIZE: 
RULES: 
First 3 correct entries drawn will 
each receive a £20 gift voucher 
for DITSU Students Union Shop. 
Only open to members of the DIT 
colleges. Employees of DITSU and 
THE IRISH TIMES 
are not eligible to enter. 
No Photocopies -
Entries close Friday, 16th Feb. 
SEND TO: THE IRISH TIMES I DITSU, 
Crossword Competition, 
The DIT Examiner. 
(to be dropped into local 
Union office) 
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THE IRISH TIMES 
FOR THE TIMES WE LIVE IN 
L:.'st Issue's 
w1nners were: 
Brian W. Kelly 
(DIT Kevin St.) 
Gareth Cullen 
(DIT Bolton St.) 
Maura O'Sullivan 
(DIT Bolton St.) 
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ACROSS 
8 State of being alone (8) 
9 Public Speaker (6) 
10 Causing death (6) 
11. A red gene causes a turncoat (8) 
12.Be sorry about ( 6) 
13. Close examination(8) 
15. Scene of happy innocence or 
rusticity (4} 
17. And Mona is a pop singer (7) 
19. Homer's epic poem(7) 
22. Man of great wisdom(4) 
24. Direct, uncurved (8) 
27. Delicacy, served with drinks 
usually (6) 
29.Container which reduces liquid to 
aspray (8) 
30. City now known as Beijing (6) 
31. Word which gives more meaning 
to a predicate (6) 
32 .. Male chic would produce this 
substance(8) 
DOWN 
1.Stick together or be consistent (6) 
2. Up to this time (8) 
3. Report of public news. (8) 
4. This horrible disease distresses P 
sorely. (7) 
5. Jack, who was wont to sit in 
corners. (6) 
6. Legkss grub (6) 
7. Reduce to fit into a smaller 
space.(8) 
14. Dutch shoe with wooden sole. (4) 
16. Rush with speed or violence. (4) 
18. Height above sea level (8) 
20. Translate a code into normal 
language (8) 
21. Ancient language of India (8) 
23. Arouse liking, draw towards. (7) 
25. Ring or band around an upper limb 
(6) 
26.Summer-house, folly. (6) 
28.Person with whom one 
corresponds but doesn't meet. (3-3) 
COMPETITION NO. 5 
-Nothing but the same old story 
Ireland's laws regarding homosexuality have caught up with the 20th century in recent years, and educatior. campaigns continue to debunk the myth that 
AIDS is some sort of punishment from God meted out to homosexuals and other 'deviants' but away from wel intentioned legislation, liberal table talk and a 
sense of greater tolerance there remains widespread anipathy to homosexuals in society. And it's closer than you might think. 
I t is encouraging and comforting to · think of third level colleges as bas-
tions of tolerance and liberalism. After 
all, these are establishments where 
young people come not only to learn 
but to develop into mature adults, to 
mix with individuals from greatly 
varying backgrounds and to hear and 
assimilate new ideas. · 
Yes, it is encouraging an& comfort-
ing and unfortunately, as some gay 
people in the DIT have learned recent-
ly, thoroughly misleading, for intoler-
ance to their chosen sexuality is alive 
and in rude good health. 
DIT Student Counsellor Susan 
Lindsay has noticed that in the last 
term. there has been an increase in the 
numbers of gay men expressing con-
cern about coming out in college, feel-
ing that the reaction would range from 
complete lack of understanding to 
blunt hostility. 
"There is a problem there as regards 
some students who would like to come 
out or who are having doubts about 
their sexual identity, feel that the whole 
environment is unconducive or works 
against a~tually expressing any of those 
feelings. They feel totally unsupported 
and stronger than that, actual hostility, 
within college." 
Ms Lindsay says that there had been 
evidence of such feelings in the past 
but that "funny enough, it's coming to 
our attention particularly this year. It 
could have been there for much 
longer". 
With these feelings of a lack of sup-
port and the presence of actual hostili-
ty, some gay people are naturally reluc-
tant to come out, thereby adding to the 
already considerable pressures heaped 
upon young people trying to assert 
their true identity. 
"What we are picking up is that 
there is a lack of understanding not just 
among students but among staff as 
well. There is a lack of awareness there. 
It may only be to a small degree and I 
don't want to make generalisations but 
it does seem to be there. Students feel 
this way and you can't invalidate that. 
They feel that there is a lack of aware-
ness and even stronger emotions about 
homosexuality, and the males are dis-
. cussing it even more than the females. 
On the female side there's silence." 
Chris Robson, co-chair of the Gay 
and Lesbian Equality Network 
(GLEN) believes that at an intellectual 
level, people should not even now be 
overly surprised at the existence in any 
environment of such hostile attitudes. 
"Hostility like thai in a sense still 
seems to be shocking but it's sort of a 
visceral shock if you like rather than an 
intellectual surprise. I understand for 
instance one of the things that has 
occurred is that because we can now 
talk about being gay or lesbian there's 
been a greater categorisation. Some of 
the activists themselves want to drop 
the use of these words because they, on . 
the radical side, believe that what w.e 
should be talking about is a transfor-
mation of society's whole attitude 
towards sexuality." He understands 
where these ideas are coming from but 
believes that one of the effects of doing 
so is to harden the edges of those peo-
pie who feel threatened by homosexu-
ality. 
In the past, Lesbian, Gay and 
Bisexual societies (LGBs) have offered 
support and been a source of confi-
dence for young gay men and lesbians 
who needed it but this year in the DIT 
there is but one such society, based in 
DIT Kevin Street. The problem is that 
such societies rely, probably more so 
than any other, on the input of one or 
two strong and confident individuals. 
Robson feels that LGB societies are 
extremely important but notes that 
they have to be reinvented every 
September. 
"Anyone who feels strongly or is 
confident who comes out is giving a 
lifeline to a whole ·range of other peo-
ple, preventing what can be years of 
misery." 
Robson has noticed a hardening of 
attitudes in relation to homosexuality 
recently, not so much a widespread 
reaction as a more galvanised core ele-
ment. At recent debates he as noticed 
what he calls "a new certainty" among 
some young people. Most young peo-
ple are supportive, he points out, but 
"there were a few people making very 
fundamentalist statements which had 
they been made when I was in college, 
25years ago, would have seemed very 
strange indeed, quoting Leviticus and 
what not ... the effective completion of 
the liberal agenda has brought in its 
trail a range of people who are quite 
angry about it, and they're not all old 
fogeys either so I wouldn't say it's 
entirely surprising. I don't know what 
can be done." 
The hostility and concerns notwith-
standing, there are obviously young 
men and women in the DIT who 
would like to express their true sexual 
identity, such an integral aspect of 
overall identity as sexuality is. Robson 
realised the difficulties involved for 
many people. 
"There's no doubt that it is extreme-
ly valuable to talk to someone on either 
Lesbian Line or the Gay Switchboard 
because it's very easy to build up fears 
and apprehension inside your own 
head, and being able to talk to some-
one else who has gone through the 
same problems is invariably helpful. It's 
a rather simple piece of advice but still 
extremely valuable to actually thrash 
out these things properly." 
He advises that a person wait until 
he or she is calm and confident before 
coming out because if any uncertainty 
is transmitted,· the wrong message will 
be sent out to parents and friends and 
will act as a let in for bullying behav-
iour from those who think in terms of 
homosexuality as crime against human-
ity I God/ nature/whatever. 
"There's always some cost to coming 
out, there's always some problem. You 
tend to get defined, you'll never be 
treated quite the same way again but 
on balance the advantages are so con-
siderable that I would always advise 
people that, if they are sure of their sex-
uality and have thought it through rea-
sonably, the advantages of being seen 
for who you really are and in creating a 
space for other people and allowing 
one more prejudice to die, these out-
weigh the disadvantages." 
The Officer May be Gone but the Work Goes On 
Remember, remember the 4th of December. This was the day when the students of the D IT voted 
in the DITSU referendum on many different issues. 
These ranged &om the contentious three-year rule to 
the even more contentious deletion of the positions 
of Women's Rights Officer and Anti-Discrimination 
Officer from the DIT Constitution and the creation 
of the position of Equality Officer. While I am satis-
fied that the referendum was carried out in a democ-
ratic and professional manner, I feel that the aboli-
tion of the position ofWRO was a huge mistake, and 
the fact that the students voted for this does not 
mean that sexual discrimination does not exist in the 
DIT. 
At the time of the referendum, arguments flew 
back and forth regarding the fact that the WRO was 
exclusive of men and played no specific role within 
local union executives. The fact that only a woman 
could run for the position angered many Welfare 
Officers in the DIT. This is due to the fact that there 
is an overlap between the briefs of Welfare and 
Women's Rights, such as contraception advice, crisis 
pregnancy, sexual harassment, physical and sexual 
assault, to name a but a few. It was misinterpreted 
that those who supported WRO were generalising 
and felt that men were incapable of understanding 
and dealing with these issues. This couldn't have 
been further from the truth. The main arguments for 
the preservation of Women's Rights Officer were as 
follows: 
- When dealing with issues such as outlined above, 
most women prefer to talk to another 
-Combining the briefs ofWRO and ADO to cre-
ate the position of Equality Officer is too much of a 
workload to expect a part-time officer to cover 
- the role of a WRO is not to transform the female 
population of the college into stereotypical "man hat-
ing, militant, bra burning, ranting" women. It is to 
provide a role model for women who want to get 
involved in college politics, but who might feel 
intimidated 
- by allowing only female students to run for 
WRO, this ensures that there will be always a female 
voice on the college Executive 
However, why dwell on defeat? The referendum 
was carried and due to another motion in the same 
referendum, this issue cannot be brought to the stu-
dent body for another two years. Therefore, it is up 
to those who consider themselves interested and 
involved in women's rights to continue with business 
as usual. This involves the development of the DIT 
women's group. The group is responsible for dealing 
with all areas regarding women's rights and issues. 
Female students make up 55% of the DIT student 
body. Therefore, in a society where women suffer dis-
crimination in so many ways, female students should 
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be made aware of the issues that affect them. In col-
leges such as DIT Bolton Street, the ratio of men to 
women is 7:3. There will of course be discrimination 
in situations such as this. it is vitally important in sit-
uations such as this that the voice of female students 
is heard. Speaking from a personal point of view as a 
female communications student, I must be prepared 
that once out in the real world, if I work in film as I 
hope to, I will automatically be pigeon-holed into 
working as a production assistant or more simply, she 
who makes the tea. This being besides the fact that I 
will have a degree and as much experience as the men 
who graduated with me. 
The main point to consider is that one should 
think women's issues, not women's rights. It is not 
about shouting from tables in the canteen. It is about 
training female students to help others through 
issues which affect only women. Many men come up 
with the argument "what about a men's rights offi-
cer?". The fact is that the position of WRO was 
fought for over many years. It didn't just materialise. 
No~ that it is gone, we must support those who 
choose to take up where DITSU let them down. If 
the DIT Women's Group doesn't work for some indi-
viduals, so be it. Just don't shoot it down without lis-
tening to the arguments presented. 
by Siobhan Weekes 
""J'1je winner of the Bord Trachtala Young journalist of the Year was ¥s Orla 
.1.. 9'Donnell, a 21-year-old second year journalism Student in DIT Aungier 
Street. Highly commended in the competition were Ga,/Jrielle Monaghan and 
Francis de Rosa. 
The theme of this year's entries was "The Environment: Threat or Opportunity 
for Irish Industry." Ms O'Donnell's article examined the impact of tourism on the 
environment. 
Pictured (L-R) are Mr fohn Corrigan, Director, An Bord Trachtala, Ms 
Gabrielle Monaghan, Mr Francis de Rosa and Ms Orla O'Donnell. 
Living Colour 
Co-ordination 
D apidly advancing technology has 
.1. 't>rompted Heineken to widen the 
number of categories for the 1996 
Colour in Your Life Awards. 
Student entries are invited in a new 
multi-media category, which includes 
Web pages for the internet, video 
diaries, postcards and sound bites as 
well as the fashion category, comprised 
of promotional clothing, merchandise 
and promotional items for promotion-
al tie-ins. Entries can be in one or 
more categories. 
The web page must by on hard 
copy, the video diary must run no 
longer than 10 minutes and the sound 
bites can last no longer than five min-
utes. 
The judges will be making their 
decision based on overall creativity, ini-
tiative, presentation, originality, fun 
and suitability for commercial produc-
tion in quantity. 
All themes should reflect Heineken's 
involvement in music, sport and social 
activity. 
The overall winner will receive the 
"Colour in Your Life" award and a 
cash prize of £1,000. The winning 
entry may be manufactured for com-
mercial use. The winner of each cate-
gory will receive £300. 
The Heineken Colour in Your Life 
Awards, aimed at third level students 
in Ireland, were launched last year. 
The overall wtnner was Eve 
Meusberger, a Student of the Grafton 
Academy who created designs from can 
tops, ring pulls and moulded Heineken 
cans. She also came first in the fashion 
Category. 
The closing date for the submission 
of entries is 4pm, Friday, 15th March, 
1996. 
In Vino Invaria~ly 
Marcus Kelly, intrepid drinker and seeker of truth, undertook the onerous task of foresaking the joy and sense of community associated 
wiih the recentlly departed festive season and instead went on the piss. Here is his story. And his poem. 
A s I stepped onto the Clonliffe 
1"'\.Road, I was awash with the scent 
of aftershave and other such eau de 
toilettes streaming tow rds me on the 
breeze from Quinn's. In the distance, 
the dimly lit doorway seemed like a 
vortex into which all but an unlucky 
few were sucked. The cold breeze that 
whipped against me smelled like a 
pseudo-blonde Calvin Kline rep. from 
Clerys. There· were three loquacious 
females in front of me dressed itt party 
regalia clod-hopping their way 
towards Quinns fro n whom this 
peculiar odour seen ed to ebb. I · 
slipped out of the potent concoction 
and crossed the road almost somer-
saulting Laurel and Hardy style on the 
slushy remains of sycamore foliage, 
such was my haste. Across the road, 
dogs yelped and the last rema.ining 
green leaves wilted in the wake of the 
odorous trio. 
I reached the traffic lights outside 
Quinns and crossed after not finding 
the little green man to be entirely 
obliging, narrowly missing the front 
end of a passing 16A. 
"Yet another pleasant bus driver," I 
snarled, as from the fog of carbon 
monoxide rose a heartening sight - the 
definitive student watering hole, 
Quinns of Drumcondra. As I passed 
through the small bar, I was met be 
some none too kind glances from the 
resident barflies who seemed somewhat 
disapproving of peopl · wearing gar-
ments made after 1960. You see, I 
thought I'd be clever and purchase in 
the small bar as it was preferable to 
Wrestling to the counter. in the main 
lounge. 
"A pint of Guinness, " I bellowed in 
a sure, stern monotone. I performed 
nothing as elaborate as Joe McKinney 
as I waited for my Guinness to settle 
but spoke with Tony', resident barfly 
No.1 who sported a black woollen-knit 
with work elbows from leaning on the 
counter. Guinness in hand, I bid Merry 
Christmas to my wizened friend and 
made for the lounge. There I found a 
skirmish at the counter horribly remi-
niscent of the Hillsborough disaster in 
which I was glad not to be involved. 
Through the veil of cigarette smoke 
I spied a number of my classmates and 
set out on the arduous journey towards 
them. When I got there (1 0 minutes 
later) I was greeted by a couple of lads 
who I had come to call 'twinkle toes' 
and 'snake hips' who shall remain oth-
erwise nameless for the purpose of 
retaining some ember of their dignity -
suffice it to say that they each have an 
irresistible urge to perform rather sug-
gestive dances when under the finger 6f 
alcohol. No sooner had the greetings 
concluded when it suddenly became 
apparent that a trip to the counter 
wouldn't go altogether wasted. And so, 
after upending the remnants of my 
pint I asked one of my compatriots if 
he'd like a drink. "Does Dolly Parton 
sleep on her back?" came the reply 
which I took as a certain "yes". And so 
I joined the melee. 
In the maul towards the counter, I 
had the misfortune of being in too 
close proximity to someone who had 
obviously indulged in some Indian del-
icacy that day. Such was the venomous 
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nature of this fart that it singed the 
eyebrows of everyone within a 10 foot 
radius. If I had been on my way back 
from the bar, my pint would have sure-
ly turned sour in such a putrid atmos-
phere. I eventually made it back to my 
colleagues who were about to send out 
search parties just in time for an in 
depth chat about eastern philosophy. 
Shortly I was receiving messages 
informing me that an excursion to the 
gents was on the cards. Woe of woes. 
The gents was not a pretty sight for 
those who hold firm on the theory that 
man has evolved to a higher plane than 
the animal. One guy, wearing a very 
subtle pair of what must have been 110 
hole doc: martens and a pair of combat 
·pants balanced against the wall with his 
head as he passed his past five rounds 
into the wash hand basin having mis-
taken it for the uri'nal. From the cubi-
cle came the most base of sounds in the 
human repertoire. 
When I made my way back to where 
my pint lay, it had mutated a pair of 
legs for itself and walked as all around 
protested their innocence. The shout 
came for last orders and the bar was a 
good 10 minutes away. Bummer. 
As t~ings seemed to be going against 
me, I decided to refrain from going 
'clubbing'. Chances are that I would 
have been mugged at the 'drinklink' or 
had some other disaster befall me. I 
passed between the scylla and charyb-
dis of the bouncers and set off for the 
most humble of abodes trough the bit- · 
ing wind of an early Dublin morning. 
by Marcus Kelly 
Ode to a 
LampPost 
0 thou of steel complexion, 
whose reality is my creed, 
I gaze at you with passion 
With Fire with greed, 
Thou of amber incandescence, 
Unburdening us of the dark, 
Why do you make me say, · 
"0 Fuckit I'll climb you for the 
craie?" 
Why dost thine attic form beckon 
Me to the summit, 
When with Godly nectars within, 
The tendency is to plummet? 
0 tho~ of utmost elegance, 
Enchanting and divine, 
With Guinness through my inruuds, 
I cannot you but climb. 
from the S.P.W.C.L.F.F.A.F.J 
(Society for People Who Climb 
Lamp-posts For Fun After a Few 
Ja~s) 
Marcus Kelly 
... 
• 
.. 
Rathmines Canteen Opens At Last 
T he canteen in Rathmines is final-ly up and serving food to the 
hitherto greatly neglected DIT stu-
dents studying in the Durkin 
Building. 
The canteen itself has been operat-
ing for a couple of weeks now but the 
furniture, which was ordered before 
Christmas of last year, only arrived last 
week, adding that final, crucial touch. 
Until recently, the students in the 
Durkin Building, from DIT Catha! 
Brugha Street had at their disposal a 
small, stuffY, room which was clearly 
inadequate for their needs. A second 
room has been made available for them 
"The basic principle ol the Union ol Students in Ireland is the 
defence and promotion ol the fundamental educational, political, 
social, cultural and we/lore interests ollrish students. 
The Notional Students Centre was established in 1993 
with that in mind, so as to provide you with good quality, 
low cost entertainment facilities." 
We read over our founding principle again recently and figured we needed to change some things. 
So from Thursday the 16th of November our new price list will be:-
Draught Pints £1.70 
Bottled Beer £1.50 
Spirits £1.85 
Liqueurs £1.80 
Soft Drinks 75p 
lt•s your Club, use it ! 
Remember every Thursday, Friday & Saturday 
Music & Munchies till 1 • Beer till 12.30 
MEMBERS FREE • GUESTS £2 AFTER 10 . 30 
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and the canteen facility is located 
across the top of one room. Serving 
coffee, tea, sandwiches and snacks, in 
relatively comfortable surroundings, 
the canteen is a marked improvement 
on what they have had to endure. A 
100% improvement, in fact. 
"It's long over due and far too late in 
the year, " said Patricia Moran, Deputy 
Site President of Catha! Brugha Street's 
Students' Union. "But it is welcome 
nevertheless." 
The remaining problem in the can-
teen is one of smoke. Fans have been 
promised to help the situation but they 
have yet to arrive. A familiar story. 
Campus 
Watch for 
DIT Kevin 
Street 
This week sees the beginning oJ Campus Watch in D IT Kevin 
Street. 
The Students' Union, Kevin Street 
staff and Gardai in Kevin Street station 
have come together in order to make 
Kevin Street a safer environment to 
study and work in. 
In recent months many students have 
had their bicycles stolen from the 
grounds and break ins have become a 
regular feature in the DIT Kevin Street. 
More worrying for students leaving late 
at night is the possibility of being 
mugged , and towards the end of the 
year, of having notes stolen. The latter 
may sound somewhat trivial but can 
have adverse effects on a student's per-
formance in exams. 
As part of the scheme uniformed 
community Garda£ will make regular 
patrols through the grounds of DIT 
Kevin Street and it is proposed that they 
will be present at night when students 
are leaving the buildings. The Garda£ 
are Tom Daly and Bob Kavanagh. They 
will form part of a campus watch com-
mittee along with Students'. Union Site 
President Helen Ryan and Staff 
-Representative John Cassidy. 
· . It is also hoped that once the scheme 
has been established one of the Gardaf 
will spend an hour each week on the 
campus answering queries, signing pass-
port forms and assisting in whatever 
way he can. It has been suggested that a 
room close to the Gleeson Hall be given 
over for this purpose though nothing 
has been finalised. 
"It's about time this scheme got 
going," said Helen Ryan. "We need it 
due to ongoing thefts, muggings. It'll 
help make the college a safer place." 
The campus watch scheme has been 
in operation for some time in UCD, 
UCC and DCU and has proved success-
ful. 
